
The Cathedral School of St Mary
Explorers Class - Foundation - Spring Term 1 2024

Blast O�!!

Foundation Week 1
WB: 01.01.2024
3 Day week

Week 2
WB: 08.01.2024

Week 3
WB: 15.01.2024

Week 4
WB: 22.01.2024

Week 5
WB: 29.01.2024

Week 6
WB: 05.02.2024

Key Dates/Info 08.01.2024 - Healthy
Smiles in for EYFS

11.01.24 - BEd1 Students
to start

16.01.24 - Suzi Franklin
in

26.01.2024 -Health and
Weight check

Educational
Visits/

Experiences

Weekly theme Blast O�!

R is for Rocket

Blast O�!

P is for Planet

Blast O�!

A is for Alien

Blast O�!

M is for Moon

Blast O�!

S is for Star

Blast O�!

3…2…1…Blast O�!

Key Text and
Drawing Club

focus

Zoom Rocket, Zoom by
Margaret Mayo

Meet the Planets by
Caryl Hart

There’s an alien in my
book by Tom Fletcher

On The Moon by Anna
Milbourne

How to Catch a star! By
Oliver Je�ers

Look Up by Nathan Bryon
and Dapo Adeola

Literacy Read individual letters by
saying the sounds for

them.
Blend sounds into words,
so that they can read
short words made up of
known letter-sound
correspondences.
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Blend sounds into words,
so that they can read
short words made up of
known letter-sound
correspondences.
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them.
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Read individual letters by
saying the sounds for

them.
Blend sounds into words,
so that they can read
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Read individual letters by
saying the sounds for

them.
Blend sounds into words,
so that they can read
short words made up of
known letter-sound
correspondences.

Maths Unit 7: Numbers to 10 Unit 7: Numbers to 10 Unit 7: Numbers to 10 Unit 8: Comparing
numbers to 10

Unit 9: Addition to 10 Unit 10: Measure

RE RED - Galilee to
Jerusalem.

RED - Galilee to
Jerusalem.

RED - Galilee to
Jerusalem.

RED - Galilee to
Jerusalem.

RED - Galilee to
Jerusalem.

RED - Galilee to
Jerusalem.

https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/app/plans/powermaths/unit/1091509
https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/app/plans/powermaths/unit/1091509
https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/app/plans/powermaths/unit/1091509
https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/app/plans/powermaths/unit/1091510
https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/app/plans/powermaths/unit/1091510
https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/app/plans/powermaths/unit/1091510


I know that the Wise Men
visited Jesus

I know that the Wise Men
gave Jesus gifts

I know that Jesus
welcomes everyone

I know that Jesus takes
care of everyone

I know that Jesus wants
us to care for others.

Jesus teaches us that we
should share what we have

PSED/
Gospel Values

Created to love others
Unit 1 - Religious

Understanding - ‘Thank
you’

Created to love others
Unit 1 - Religious

Understanding - ‘Sorry’

Created to love others
Unit 1 - Religious

Understanding - ‘God
Loves Me’’

Created to love others
Unit 2 - Personal

Relationships - ‘Who’s
Who’

Created to love others
Unit 2 - Personal

Relationships - ‘You’ve
Got A friend in Me’

Created to love others
Unit 2 - Personal

Relationships - ‘Forever
Friends’

Communication
& Language

Ask the pupils if they
would want to go inside a

rocket to a new and
strange land. Make a list
together of what they
think is in space. What
would an astronaut see
from his rocket? Ask the
pupils to decide what is
the one thing they would
rea�y like to see in space.

Look at some images of
the planets and their

position in relation to the
sun. In sma� groups, put
them in order. Encourage
teamwork and ensure

that everyone has a turn
to position one of the

planets.

Think of words to
describe what they think
the alien looks like. In

pairs, pupils are to come
up with a picture in their
heads of their imagined
alien. Use large sheets

of paper so that they can
a� try drawing it. They
can then share with the
others in the class what

they have drawn.

Ask the pupils when they
go to sleep. Is it when the
sun is visible in the sky or
when the moon is visible?
Explain to the pupils that
some animals are awake
during the day like us, but
some animals sleep in the
daytime and are awake at
night. Talk about and then
sort nocturnal and diurnal

animals,

Watch images of real
stars as seen through the

Hubble telescope.
Read ‘How to Catch a

Star’ by Oliver Je�ers.
Ask the pupils to share
ideas about where they
would take their star if
they could catch one.

Use a foam rocket
launcher and give pupils a

turn at sending the
rocket into the air. What
words can they think of
to say just before the

rocket launches?
Encourage the use of a
countdown and blast o�.
Watch the video clip of a
rocket launching. Why do
we say blast o�? What
does it make them think
of? Can they think of
other words that mean

the same thing?

Understanding
the World

Pupils are to look at the
speed at which di�erent
things move. Show them
the images and ask them
to decide whether they
move at a slow, medium
or fast speed. Can they
order the images from
slowest to fastest?

Talk about how we need to
take care of Planet
Earth. Discuss the

di�erent ways we can do
this and why it’s

important. Encourage
them to draw or write

down their ideas.

Show the pupils the
image of a pretend new
planet. Talk about what
this planet might be like.
They are then to design
their own new planet and

name it. Encourage
imagination!

Talk about gravity and
how it is di�erent on the
Earth and the moon.

Watch a clip of the �rst
man on the moon. Write
down questions they would
like to ask if they were to

meet him.

Sing the nursery rhyme
“Twinkle Twinkle, Little
Star”. Do stars rea�y

twinkle? Watch a video of
stars. Pupils are to
explain to each other

what the stars are doing.
Can they come up with
their own explanations?

Talk about the
similarities and

di�erences of traveling
in a rocket and in a car.

Record their ideas.

Expressive Arts
and Design

Show the children rocket
�reworks. Why do they
think they are ca�ed

rockets? They wi� create
rocket �rework pictures
using paint and straws to
blow through on white or

black paper,

Listen to the music from
‘The Planets’. Use a

selection of instruments
to create their own

planets soundscape. Can
they describe what they

hear?

Read the story ’We’re O�
to Look for Aliens’ by
Colin McNaughton. The
pupils are to use this as
a basis for painting their
own alien. Use googly

eyes or pipe cleaners to
give them a more 3D

Make moon pictures using
white paint mixed with

�our and backed on black
paper. The �our is

used to create the i�usion
of craters on the surface

of the moon.

Look at some images of
the painting ‘The Starry
Night’ by Van Gogh.

Pupils are to use this as a
stimulus to recreate the
picture using paints or
chalks. Show the children

how to make colours

Pupils are to make bottle
rockets using plastic
bottles. The pupils can
work in pairs to decorate

their rocket ready
for launch.



e�ect. lighter by adding white
paint to create di�erent

shades.

Computing /
Technology

Watch a rocket launch
and then the pupils are to

�lm their own rocket
launch using the

ipads.They can mimic
sound e�ects or use
musical instruments.

Play a planets game
online. Click on

this link for some games
and ideas

https://bbc.in/2SJNf0G

Pupils are to experiment
with voice changers to
create an alien voice.
Use the free online app
https://voicechanger.io

What do the children want
to know about the moon?
Pupils are to �nd out
more about the moon
using the internet with

adult support.

Talk about telescopes and
how they are used to see
things far away. Show the

pupils the images of
things in space..

Pupils can draw a picture
of a rocket blasting o�
into space, using a

drawing app.

Physical
Development

Fine and Gross motor
ski�s

Invasion Game Ski�s
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